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User Research
#2: What is it? 



How would you use this?

Coffeepot  
for  

Masochists 

Jacques Carelman



Thinking about real people

User research seeks to understand people’s 
relationship to products and services in real 
contexts.  

• What are their needs? 
• What do we know about their behaviours, 

motivations, triggers and barriers? 
• What causes them to make certain decisions? 



Who chooses which?



Who chooses which?



Capturing user needs

User needs statement (also “user story”):  
 
As a { user role / persona } 
I need to { do what I need to do }  
In order to { accomplish goal }

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/user-need-statements/



Capturing user needs

User needs statement (also “user story”):  
 
As a commuter 
I need to carry all my things safely  
In order to have everything I need for work

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/user-need-statements/



Capturing user needs

There are a few variations, e.g.: 
 
As a { who } 
I want to { do what }  
So that I can { have an outcome (why) }



Capturing user needs

Job story: 
 
When { situation or context } 
I want to { do what }  
So that I can { have an outcome (why) }

https://jtbd.info/replacing-the-user-story-with-the-job-story-af7cdee10c27



Capturing user needs

Job story: 
 
When I’m commuting 
I want to have easy access to my laptop 
So that I can get some work done on the way 



How would you express your needs?



Exercise:  
Practising Job Stories

When { situation or context } 
I want to { do what }  
So that I can { have an outcome (why) } 

Take 5 minutes to write down two or three job 
stories about your bag/backpack needs.



Product promise

User research seeks to understand people’s 
relationship to products and services in a real 
contexts. 

• What is the promise the product/service is 
making to your users?  

• Is it successful at meeting that promise?



Promise, brand & value proposition

https://www.nike.com/gb/t/court-vintage-shoe-9T5pwx/CW1067-100

The Nike Court Vintage Premium 
embodies ‘80s tennis at its best—
laid-back and stylish. The smooth 
leather upper combines with micro-
branding for a relaxed look and 
feel, while the cushioned sockliner 
provides comfort for every step.  



Promise, brand & value proposition

https://about.nike.com/



Promise, brand & value proposition

https://www.allbirds.co.uk/collections/mens-mizzles



Promise, brand & value proposition

https://www.allbirds.co.uk/pages/our-story



Double Diamond

Discover Define Develop Deliver



Double Diamond

Discover Define Develop Deliver

exploring the problem framing the solution



Double Diamond

Discover Define Develop Deliver

exploring the problem framing the solution monitor & optimise



Research & Design work in tandem

broad  
understanding

deep 
comprehension

research

design



Research & Design work in tandem
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Research & Design work in tandem

Good design is hypothesis- 
and evidence- driven.



Key User Research Skills
1. Pinpoint the real goals of the research 

2. Identify what we want to learn  

3. Identifying assumptions & hypotheses 

4. Designing the research & define the methodology  

5. Determining the most appropriate audience and sample  

6. Designing research sessions  

7. Run the research ✌  

8. Analysing and synthesising 

9. Presenting and sharing insights 



Next:

Setting research objectives


